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EHL Group recently completed the installation of a nitrogen plant 
at The Smiths Snackfood (a PepsiCo company) potato chip factory 
in Adelaide, using Europress stainless steel for the compressed air 
pipework. Liam O’Neill, EHL Project & Design Engineer, provided the 
following feedback. 

Q. Can you tell me why you selected Europress? 
A. Ease and speed of installation and availability of product.

Q.	 What	else	did	you	find	beneficial	about	Europress	once	you	
started using it? 

A. The availability of CAD models allowed us to accurately design 
the system in a way that made us confident proceeding to 
installation. Installation was straight forward and quick, the 
Europress range of products allowed us to easily adapt to 
threaded and flanged applications where needed.
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Q. What applications did you use Europress for? 
A. We have used Europress for multiple compressed air/gas system 

installs, including stainless steel for a food grade nitrogen 
generation plant in Australia, and zinc-coated carbon steel for a 
shop compressed air distribution system in New Zealand.

Q. What were Waterworks like to work with? 
A. Very helpful, staff were willing to meet and show us around the 

warehouse to visualise and try out product. Lots of stock on 
hand meaning we did not have to wait for product to come in. 
Availability of CAD models and price lists allowing us to design 
and price our installations, before confirming and ordering.

Thank you for the feedback Liam, we really enjoyed working with EHL 
Group and look forward to our next project together. 

The Smiths Snackfood Co Limited
Location:  Adelaide
Installer: EHL Group
Product Used:  Europress Stainless Steel Press Fit Pipe System
Application:  Compressed Air
Pipe Sizes:  76, 54, 42, 35mm
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